
Know the signs...
PS Vita (pre 2013) - Privacy Guide

The Parental Controls on the PS Vita will restrict use of features, like games and the
browser. 

They are managed by going to        Image ‘Settings’ > ‘Security’ > ‘Parental Controls.’

Setting a passcode
The passcode must be entered when making the parental control settings or whenever
you change them. When prompted, enter the passcode, enter the four-digit number and
tap ‘OK.’

Content
Parents or guardians can limit the use of applications
or content, such as video, with the ‘Content’ setting. 
It can be set between levels 1-11 - the lower the
number, the tighter the restriction. Permission to start
an application or play content is determined by a
combination of the level set on the PS Vita and the
level set on the application or content.

Verify the restriction level for the application.
Touch and hold the home screen. 
The home screen will enter the edit mode.

Tap the application icon, and then tap ‘Information.’



The restriction level will be listed under ‘Parental Controls.’

Verify the restriction level for the content

In the image       ‘Video’ application, select the content on the list that you want to verify,
and tap image      ‘Options.’
Tap ‘Delete.’
The screen will enter the list edit mode.
Tap      ‘Information.’

On the content with parental control restrictions, there restriction level will be displayed in
the ‘Parental Controls’ field.

Browser

This option allows a parent or guardian to set whether the      ‘Browser’ application can be
started. You can change this setting to "Do Not Allow.”



Message when the Parental control for the Browser application is set to ‘Do Not Allow.’

Location Data

This setting limits the use of location data with certain apps (i.e. near, maps, etc.).

Know what to do with inappropriate contact
Playstation devices can be used to communicate by text, voice or video. Speak to your
child about what is acceptable behaviour when communicating via their console. Ensure
that your child knows how to prevent someone from communicating with them and
encourage them to tell you if something has happened. There are two steps you can take
if someone has behaved inappropriately towards your child:

• Block the player
Your child can add a person to their block list if they no longer want to receive 
messages from that person. On the PS4 or PS Vita, go to Function menu and press 
Friends. Find the person you wish to block and press the X button. Then select 
Options and press block to add to ‘Players Blocked List.’

• Report the player
If it is getting more serious and your child is being harassed or bullied by someone 
(which is often called ‘griefing’ in the gaming world) you can report it using 
the PlayStation Grief Reporting form. Often there are in-game Grief Reporting 
functions in the games menu, which may be called something like Report Abuse, 
Report to a Moderator or Grief Reporting. If you suspect that your child is or has 
been the subject of an inappropriate sexual contact or approach by another person 
you should report this to Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre at 
www.ceop.police.uk in the UK, or internationally at 
www.virtualglobaltaskforce.com.



Know the Signs
Child sexual exploitation can take place over the internet, and can lead to other ‘off line’
types of CSE.
Even something that seems like normal teenage behaviour could be a sign that a child is
being exploited.

These can include:
• Increasing or secretive mobile phone use
• Excessive amount of time online & being secretive about time online
• A significantly older ‘boyfriend’ or ‘friend’ or lots of new friends
• Change in behaviour - becoming aggressive & disruptive or quiet & withdrawn
• Unexplained gifts or new possessions such as clothes, jewellery, mobile phones or 
money that can’t be accounted for

• Regularly missing from home or school and staying out all night

If you have concerns about a child you know report it to West Yorkshire Police by calling
101.  Always call 999 in an emergency.
Deaf, hard of hearing or speech impaired people can use textphone 18001 101.
You can call Crimestoppers anonymously on 0800 555 111.


